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LOW VOLTAGE DRAWOUT SWITCHGEAR

TYPE AKD

INTRODUCTION

The drawout air circuit breakers are
easily removable to provide maximum ac-cessibility for maintenance with minimum
interruption of service. The switchgear is
designed to provide maximum safety to
the operator and is enclosed in grounded
metal compartments.

When adapted to connect directly to a
transformer through a transition compart-ment or bus duct, the combination of
transformer and drawout equipment is
termed a Load-Center Unit Substation.
This may be either single or double ended;

that is, with a transformer at either end or
at both ends, Fig, 1. .

Low Voltage DrawoutType AKD
Switchgear is factory assembled indoor
or outdoor equipment utilizing Type AK
Drawout Air Circuit Breakers. It consists
of one or more units located side by side
and connected mechanically and electrically
to form a complete switchgear equipment.

Outdoor installations are constructed
of basic indoor equipments built into a
weather-proof housing, Fig, 2, Space
heaters are provided in all outdoor equip-ments in order to keep the inside temper-ature a few degrees higher than that outside.
This helps prevent condensation and the re-sultant corrosion which might occur. The
heaters should be energized at all times.
Heaters are also furnished for indoor
equipments when it is known that <humidity exists at the installation.

Type AKD switchgear provides for
the protection and control of electrical
apparatus and power circuits with voltage
ratings not to exceed 600 volts AC or 250
volts DC. excessive

RECEIVING. HANDLING AND STORAGE

Information as to damaged parts, part num- with the breaker in the open position. For
ber, case number, requisition number, etc. recommended handling refer to approprl-should accompany the claim. ate breaker instruction book.

RECEIVING

Every case or crate leaving the fac-tory is plainly marked with case number,
requisition number, customersorder num-ber. front or rear, and when for size or
other reasons it is necessary to divide HANDLING
the equipment for shipment, with the unit
number of the portion of the equipment
enclosed in each shipping section.

STORAGE

If it is necessary to store the equip-ment for any length of time the following
precautions should be taken to prevent
breakage, corrosion, damage, or deter -ioration,

The switchgear units when assem-bled and shipped In groups may be most
The contents of each package of the conveniently handled by a crane. A method

shipment are listed in the Packing Details, of handling Indoor switchgear with a crane
This list is packed in one of the cases is shown In Fig, 3. The shipping supports
and forwarded with the shipment. This shown are securely bolted to the frame-case is especially marked and its number work on the top of the equipment, and are
can also be obtained from the Memorandum to be removed only after the equipment 2.
of Shipment, When unpacking, to avoid is permanently anchored to the station
the loss of small parts, the contents of floor. When a breaker lifting device is
each case should be carefully checked furnished the shipping supports must be
against the Packing Details before dis- retained for use as track and lifting de-carding the packing mater ial. Check Mem- vice members,
orandum of Shipment for shortages, as
occasionally the main equipment may be
shipped less certain devices. This ar-rangement enables the purchaser to pro-
ceed with Installation of malty,equipment the skids provided for this purpose. <?au-
wtthout delay until shortage items are de- tlon: Rollers should be used for moving
livered. Notify the nearest Genqjral Elec- equipment into position only with skids
trie Company Apparatus Sales Office at In place, as a direct application of rollers
once if any shortage of material is dis- may tear or distort the equipment. Re-covered other than the shortages listed move all outer crating and skids after the
on Memorandum of Shipment, equipment has been moved to the desired

location*

1, Uncrate the equipment.
Breakers should be prepared for stor-age separately. Refer to appropriate
breaker Instruction book.

3. Cover important parts such as rackout
mechanism and moving parts with a
heavy oil or grease.

4. Store in a clean, dry, rodent-free
location with a moderate temperature
and cover with a suitable canvas to
prevent dust, dirt, water , or other
foreign substances from entering the
switchgear.

If crane facilities are not available,
the equipment may be moved into posi-tion by means of construction rollers under

6. If dampness or condensation may be
encountered in the storage location,
heaters should be placed inside the
units to prevent moisture damage*Approximately 250 watts of heaters
per unit are required,
switchgear this may readily be ac-complished by making a temporary
power supply connection to the heaters
already installed in the equipment.

Fig. 3 also shows how JacksAll elements before leaving the factory may be applied to handle the equipmentare carefully Inspected and packed by when a crane is not available,
workmen experienced In the proper hand-ling and packing of electrical equipment. Methods of handlingoutdoor switchgearUpon ieceipt of any apparatus an immed- are shown in Fig, 4. The lifting plates
late inspection should be made for any should be removed or reassembled (turneddamage sustained while en route. If injury in) after the equipment is permanently
is evident or indication of rough handling anchored, so that passageway at the ends
is visible, a claim for damage should be of the equipment will not be obstructed,
filed at once with the transportation com-pany and the General Electric Company
Apparatus Sales Office notified promptly.

On outdoor

Remove all cartons and other miscel-laneous material packed Inside units before
ments are usually shipped separately and energizing any heaters.Air circuit breaker removable ele-

These instructions do not purport to cover all details or variations in equipment nor to provkfd for every possible
contingency to be met in connection with installation, operation or maintenance. Should further Information be desired
or should particular problems arise which are not covered sufficiently for the purchaser's porpo**#, the matter should
be referred to the Gemral E/ecfr/c Compony.
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GEH-1830 Low Voltage Drawout Switchgear

Fig. I Typical Indoor Double-Ended Load-Center U n i t Subetaticn With Type AKD Low-Voltage Drawout Switchgear
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Low Voltage Drawout Switchgear GEH-1830. ‘ . ::
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*OEH- ieilO Low Voltage Drawout Switchgear
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DESCRIPTIONj • .•*.r • • -: : - A

*
AK-75 will be similar to the AK-50 stack
but will be 30 inches wide , and will be
limited to two AK-75 breakers per unit.
The AK-100 unit, consisting of 2 compart-ments, measures 90 Inches high by 38
inches wide and will be limited to one
AK-100 breaker per unit.

All drawout breaker compartments
contain drawout features for the breaker
element,
have guides which ride a track in the com-partment, Figs, 7 and 8. Units housing
AK-50, -75, and -100 breakers have a
drawout tray at the bottom of each com-partment on which the breaker element
rides, Figs, 9 and 10.

of the other to formEach unit is made up of a front en-
closure consisting of 1, 2, 3, or 4 front
compartments stacked one on top of an-
other, a rear enclosure containing the
bus and auxiliaries, and when necessary
to adjust the depth of a unit for matching~ or lining-up to other units, a rear filler
enclosure. One or more of these units
is combined with two end covers to form

oo an AKD equipment, Fig. 5,

stacked one on to
a standard indoor
breaker compartment is a complete en-
closure in itself , made by welding to-
gether formed steel sheets with primary
and secondary disconnects and breaker
drawout facilities assembled therein.

£o inch high unit. Eachm
KO
\a
CS A standard front enclosure for draw-out AK-15 and 25 manual and electrical

air circuit breakers will normally consist
of 4 compartments stacked on top of each
other to form a unit 90 inches htgh by 20
inches wide. For an AK-50 manual and
electrical breaker unit there will usually
be 3 compartments stacked to give a 90
inch high by 26 Inch wide unit. The

The AK-15, and -25 breakers
* FRONT ENCLOSURE
a>
u. The front enclosure, Fig. 6 consists

of circuit breaker and Instrument com-partments of the same width and depth

STACKS
AK - IOO
AK - 75
AK - 50
AK - 50
AK - I 5,25

*< «.j—*ajsf!E00 £«N A. ...
o -o- «!'p ::00
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SPACE FOR
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Q>
‘8 Fig. 5 Typical Indoor Type AKD Low Vol tage Switchgear Fig. 6 Type AKD Low Vol tage Drawout Switchgear - Front Enclosure
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OEH-103O Low Voltage Drawout Switchgear

. . Ail drawout breaker compartments also grounded through the plated guides on the
( \ have a positive atop with manual release sides of the breaker element to the plated
V: ; 7 to hold the breaker In the "Test11 post- track in which the guides ride. Figs. 7

tion and a limit stop lor the ''Disconnected” and 8. These tracks are welaed to the
position. The AK-16 and -28 compart-ments have a stop clip, Fig. 7 with a lever
arm. The clip catches on the breaker
element and stops it Irom further move-ment outward until the lever
to release the clip, then the element can
again move outward. The AK-50, -75
and -100 compartments use a catch mounted
on the drawout carriage which engages Secondary disconnects and a position
a cam on the bottom of the housing for switch, as required, are provided for con-
the "Test1* position, Fig. 9. trol and electrical interlocking of electric-ally operated air circuit breakers. The

Every drawout breaker compartment position switch, Figs. 7 and 9, is actuated
contains a means for grounding the breaker when the breaker is racked into the "Con-
element. The AK-15 and -25 breakers are nected" position. The switch contacts

return to normal when the breaker is in
the "Test" or "Disconnected” positions.
REAR ENCLOSURE

The AK-00, -78,breaker compartment,
and -100 compartments each contain a
ground shoe, Fig. 9, which is mounted
on the side of the breaker compartment.
The breaker element contains a ground
pad, Fig. 10, which makes contact with
the ground shoe in the compartment.

The rear frame, Fig. 12, consists
of welded sub-assembltes bolted together
to form a rear frame structure. This
structure contains bus and bus supports,
potential and control power transformers,
fuses, terminal blocks, control wiring andtroughs, etc.

arm is raised

>

Rear frames are constructed similar-ly and are of equal depth. When smaller
breaker units line up with larger breaker
units a filler compartment is :
between the front enclosure and the rear
frame to give the proper depth.

installed

i
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Low Voltage Drawout Switchgear GBR*1830

of the disconnecting devices, AH racking
moving parts are mounted on the removable

The type AK removable breaker ele- breaker element to provide easy access
ment consists of an interlock mechan- for inspection and servicing. The AK-15
ism, the movable portion of the primary and -25 use one type of device. Fig. 8,
and secondary disconnecting devices, the and the AK-60, -75, and -100 use another
breaker closing and tripping devices, the type device, Fig, 11, The breaker racking
required protective devices, and all the mechanism for the type AK circuit breaker
necessary control wiring. The breaker consists of a racking cam Figs, 7 and 11
element Is equipped with a positive mech- (on the housing for the AK-15 and -25, and
anical interlock which prevents the breaker on the breaker for the AK-50, -75, and
from being racked in or out of the "Con- -100) which operates on a racking pin
nected" position until after the breaker Figs, 8 and 9 (mounted on the breaker
is tripped open. This interlock also holds for the. AK-15 and -25 and on the housing
the breaker trip-free and prevents the for the AK-50, -75, and -100),
breaker from being closed while it Is being
racked in or out of the "Connected" posi-
tion.

secondary disconnecting device. The sta-tionary elements of the secondary dtscon **

nect device for AK-15 and -25 breakers
are mounted vertically on the sides of the
drawout breaker compartment, while for
the AK-50, -75, and -100 breakers the
devices are mounted horizontally at the

REMOVABLE BREAKER ELEMENTS9

top.
BUS STRUCTURE

Buses are bare and located within
the rear frame structure where acces-sibility is obtained through full height
rear doors. They are rigidly supported
on polyester glass compound insulating
angles which are resistant to fire and
moisture, and have an excellent dielec-tric and mechanical strength,
is constructed with silver plated connec-tion Joints to give good contact. Additional
current carrying capacity is obtained with
a multiple bar construction, where one
bar is placed on top of the other with 1/4
inch spacer to allow for ventilation, Fig, 12.

This bus arrangement provides maxi-mum strengUi characteristics during short
circuits. This is accomplished by placing
the bus bars edge to edge with their
flat surfaces in the same plane. In this
way, the strongest section of the bus is
used to oppose the stresses set up by
short circuit currents,

CONTROL POWER TRANSFORMERS

. A control power transformer is used
to furnish power for electrically operated
circuit breakers, lights, heaters, recep-tacles, etc. as required. The control
power transformer is mounted on a pan
support in the rear frame structure, Fig.

The racking mechanism is manually
operated by an integral racking handle.

The bus
Each of the type AK-15 and 25 draw-

ed with a
he drawout

PRIMARY DISCONNECTING DEVICES
The primary disconnecting devices,

the stationary portions of which are shown
in Fig. 13, are used to connect the cir-cuit breaker into the primary circuit.
They utilize silver to silver contacts to
insure against reduction of current carry-ing capacity due to oxidation of the contact
surfaces. For ratings of 15 to 1600
amperes, these disconnects are of the
high pressure finger and bar type with
the fingers backed by stiff springs. The
fingers are mounted on the removable
element as shown in Fig, 11 and the bars
are mounted on the stationary element.
For ratings of 2000 to 4000 amperes,
the stud and Wbe type is employed, with
the tube backed up by heavy garter springs
to assure contact pressure. The stud,
Fig. 14 is mounted on the removable
element, and the tube on the stationary
element,

out circuit breakers Is equlpp
drawout carriage, Fig. 8, Tt
carriage Is a supporting frame which is
equipped with primary and secondary dis-connect devices, racking handle and mech-
anism, positive mechanical interlock, and
horizontal guides for supporting the breaker
element and carriage in the housing. On
the bottom of the carriage are slots for
engaging the breaker position stop clip
and holding the breaker element in either
the "Test" or "Disconnected" positions.

Ns
tn
Cvlo
CO

The type AK-50, 75, and 100 draw-
out breakers fit on a drawout tray which
Is part of and rides within the breaker
compartment Figs. 9 and 10, The draw-
out features added to the breaker element
are primary and secondary disconnect de-
vices and on the rear vertical frame
members of each side of the breaker
element are the racking cams with the
positive mechanical interlock. Thesecams
are joined by a rod across the back and
are operated by a handle on the right
side of the breaker element.

All circuit breaker removable elements
of the same type and rating which have
duplicate wiring may be interchanged.

For complete circuit breaker details,
refer to appropriate breaker instruction
book.

ot
UL

12.
SECONDARY DISCONNECTING DEVICES

CURRENT TRANSFORMERS
Breaker compartments will use win-dow type current transformers which are

mounted within the breaker compartment
around the primary disconnecting devices,
Figs. 7 and 9, Current transformers are
also located In the rear enclosure as re-
quired.
POTENTIAL TRANSFORMERS

Potential transformers are mounted
on a pan support in the rear frame struc-ture, Fig, 12. All potential transformers
are separately fused.

Secondary disconnecting devices,
shown in Fig. 15, are used to connect
the circuit breaker closing motor or coil,
trip coil, auxiliary switches, etc. to their

These discon-external control circuits,
nects consist of two parts: (1) The
fingers which mount on the removable
element, and (2) the slide bar contacts
which mount on the stationary element.
These devices automatically make con-tact when the breaker is inserted into the
"Test" position, and maintain
through the "Connected" position,
devices are made In sections of 7 contacts
each. All type AK breakers use the same

K

BREAKER RACKING MECHANISM

The drawout breaker element is pro-vided with a racking device to lock the
removable element in the"Connected"posi-tion and to overcome the mechanical re-sistance of makingand breaking thecontacts

Op

i
contact
These

xt

U-

AK-YfclOO
>.v „4v.

• • •AK- 50

***»

n * i
i FRONT

.*;oo
CMo FRONTCO

REAR
CO

REAR
•REAR FIG.I5A FIG. 156er>

MOVABLE ELEMENTSTATIONARY ELEMENTu- r. S
_
W : :

AK-15,25 FRONT

Fig, !5 Secondary Disconnecting Devices
For Type AKD Switchgear

Fig, 13 Stat ionary Primary Disconnecting
Devices For Type AKD Switchgear

Stud Type Primary DisconnectingFig. ( 4
Device Removable Element For AK-75 Breaker
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GEH-1830 Low Voltage Drawout Switchgear

*FUSES
’ Fuses for breaker control, potential
/ )d control power transformers, etc# are
Counted on the Inside of the rear door,
When replacing blown fuses, refer to con-nection diagrams furnished with the equip-ment for recommended fuse ratings.

The breaker lifting device consists
of a traveling detachable track, a pair of
angle rails, cable hoist, operating handle,

Detachable Track; Has sufficient move-ment to permit completely withdrawing
the breaker from Its compartment and
lowering it to the floor for inspection, or ^the breaker can be swung outward as it is
lowered to deposit it on a truck in front of §
the equipment.

00
Angle Ralls are permanently attached

to the equipment.

KEY INTERLOCKS
Key interlocks are generally used on

AKD switchgear to provide a simple, safe,
and reliable means for mechanically inter-locking breakers,
mounted on a bracket on the right hand
side of the breaker compartment Figs. 7
and 9.
ACCESSORIES

The following accessories are avail-able to facilitate the installation, operation,
and maintenance of this equipment:
Extension Hinges

eg
O

Key Interlocks are <0

C7k
IL.flanged wheels running on the track,

hoist has self -locking gears and supports
the load in any position without the use
of a brake or ratchet.

Detachable Handle is equipped with a
to engage the eye on the end of theworm shaft. The hook and eye attachment

of the handle makes it unnecessary for
the operator to hold the handle In place

Drawout Air C i r cu i t Breaker and he can dovote his attention to guid- ^In "Teat" Pos i t i on Wi th Door Closed and ing the breaker into position. ~

Hinges Extended

lhe

hook

Extension hinges are available as shown
in Fig. 16. They make it possible to close Fig. 16the breaker compartment door when the
breaker is in the "Test" position.
Breaker Lifting Device

sLifting Spreaders for attaching to the
breaker removable elements when using §
a breaker lifting device are furnished
as required for the different frame size K
breakers included in the equipment. These
spreaders provide a ready method of placing
breaker elements in their compartments, u

_
and require a minimum of head room.

space since it is mounted in an out of theIt is recommended that a breaker lift- way location on the equipment and may
ing device be used for lifting and lowering be left in place when not in use. Thethe breaker removable elements toandfrom lifting device travels on angle rails onthe breaker compartments, Figs, 17and18. the equipment structure for easy posltion-The ..lifting device requires no storage ing over any unit.

CD

CABLE HOIST
TRACK
ANGLE RAIL

1n

TRACK
CABLE
HOIST

ANGLE RAIL
j

r*-w -I- + +SPREADERSTOP
CLIP

2HANDLE
SPREAD-

©
OJ

s
oR
<30

t*l

u.161
s’ .~/h- ;

4

nr \LJ_
* u*- • --

+V.3
;r. •

1 rm

Fig. 17 Indoor Type AKD Switchgear With Breaker L i f t i n g Device Fig. (8 Cross Section of Outdoor Drawout U n i t W i t h
Breaker L i f t i n g Device
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Low Voltage Drawout Switchgear QEH-183Q ,
** breakers this device consists of a lever.

Fig. 19. For AK-50, -75, and -100
breakers, It Is a ratchet type wrench,
Fig. 20.
Test Cabinet

A test cabinet is available for elec-trically opening and closing the breaker
when it is removed from its compartment.
It consists of a box containing a terminal

block, fuses, control switch, and a cable
terminating in a clamp-on coupler whichcan be quickly attached to the secondary
disconnecting device on the breaker re-movable element,
coupler for electrically operated AK-50,-75, and -100 drawout breakers are shownIn Fig. 21. A similar cabinet and couplerare available for electrically operated
AK-15 and -25 drawout breakers.

Maintenance Closing Handle

A maintenance closing handle is pro-
' ^®^AK*bforkcloslnghelefrit^all}!piperatecl teJj"

position. It should not be used as a manual
device to close the breaker when It.laJnJM.
"Connected" position. Before this device

^ caHTJe used, the breaker compartment door
Z must be open. For the AK-15 and -25

A test cabinet and

2»

0[\Yv
3

MAINTENANCE
CLOSING HANDLEMAINTENANCE

CLOSING HANDLE

Fig. 20 Manual Closing of £1 ectrical Iy
Operated AK-50 Breaker for Maintenance

Manual Closing of ElectricallyFig. 19
Operated AK-25 Breaker for Maintenance

Fig. 21
Electrically Operated AK-50 * 75 and 100

Drawout Breakers

Test Cabinet and Coupler For<x>a
s

INSTALLATION&J *rBefore any installation work is done,
consult and study all drawings furnished
by the General Electric Company for the
particular requisition. These include ar-rangement drawings, connection and ele-mentary diagrams, and a summary of the
equipment. When requesting information
from the factory on any specific item fur-nished with the equipment, refer to the item
by summary and mark number wherever
possible.

be sufficient for opening of doors, instal-
lation of cables, inspection, and main-tenance.
aisle space requirements.

necessary. Anchor bolts, if used, must be
located according to the floor plan drawing.
If desired, tack welds can be substitutedfor anchor bolts.

Main and control cable conduits shouldbe located In accordance with the availablespace shown on the floor plan drawing and
extend not more than 4 inches above thefloor. Consideration should be given toinstalling conduits which might be requiredfor future connections.

u.
Check local codes for special

PREPARATION OF FLOOR-ANCHORING

Indoor Equipment

The station floor must be strong enough
to prevent sagging due to the weight of the
switchgear structure. If the foundation Is
subject to vibrations, special mounting
should be provided to prevent the trans-mittal of vibrations to the equipment.

Suitable means must be provided by
the purchaser for anchoring the switch-
gear to the floor. It is essential that the
floor be level to avoid distortion of the
switchgear structure, and that the equip-ment be completely aligned prior to final
anchoring. The recommended floor con-
struction and method of anchoring is shown
in Fig. 3. This Information is also sent to
the purchaser with requisition drawings.
The floor channels must be level and ac-
curately aligned. Steel shims may be used
for exact leveling of the switchgear if

screens, railings, etc. which
are external to the switchgear, but which
may be required to meet any local codes,
must be furnished by the purchaser.
LOCATION

Mats
Outdoor Equipment

Foundation recommendations for out-
door equipment are given in Fig. 4. Other-wise comments under Indoor Equipment
apply.
ASSEMBLY OF EQUIPMENT

Before assembly of the equipment is
begun, all components should be on hand
so that the work may be completed without
delay, When assembling together indi-vidually shipped sections start with the
middle section. This procedure will insure
minimum deviation from overall length
dimension.

The recommended aisle space required
at the front and the rear of the equipment
is shown on the floor plan drawingfurnished-‘vfor the particular requisition. The space

£ . ; the front must be sufficient to permit\^^.he opening of doors, the Insertion and
withdrawal of the removable elements and
their transfer to other compartments, the
operation of breakers while in the "Test"
position, and the operation of the breaker
lifting device. The space at the rear must

11
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..' *

ir u dft
PROCEDURE:
1- REMOVE ROOF CAP, END SCREEN, END SECTION, ENO SECTION

SUPPORT ANGLE, AND ROOF ANGLE - SEE VIEW V

2- SET NEW UNrtW IN PLACE AND BOLT TOGETHER AS. SHOWN
IN VIEW V

5- ASSEMBLE ITEMS LISTED IN PROCEDURE NO. I
4- ASSEMBLE NEW ROOF CAPS AS SHOWN IN ASSEMBLY 'f

5- ASSEMBLE SPLICE PLATE FRONT AMO BACA BETWEEN
EXISTING AND NEW FLOOR FRAME A5 SHOWN ON FRONT VIEW

I1
§ t V3tfw I t
K9
Z
5 Xs ui

2l FLOOR FRAME
SPLICE PLATES j—-=^rJ NT1* “TEXISTING UNITS NEW UNITS ADDED

At RIGHT ENDNEW UNITS ADDEO
“ AT LCFT END REMOVE TALC WITH LACQUER THINNER

4 MOISTEN CEMENT BACK WITH 3- M
CEMENT EC- BEGFRONT VIEW

DOOR A mi
I"--1 t

ROOF
ANGLE

yr ]

: j* l4 « |J ST'L BOLT ROOF CAP* *1END SECTION
I-Iu.

0o
V ' i

o

XJ
oooo

l
ENLARGED SECTION YY* 0 [IIIr n Q

SJYY ASSEMBLY B*

( BOLTING OF ROOF AND ROOF CAP TOGETHER)ROOF CAP GASKETROOF OR END SECTION-a ip S5I =#ao
APPLY RED GLYPTAL TO BOTW SIDES
OF GASKET BEFORE ASSEMBLING
GASKET AND ROOF CAP

=f<NO
ENO SECTION
SUPPORT ANGLE CN
\ m P^^F^SPUtl

PLATE

<N»3? P==1 t \SPLICE
PLATE

Of
ENLARGED SECTION *X-X #

END SCREENVIEW ‘A'
(ENO VIEW OF EXISTING UNIT)

u.

• • •: -

• ’

Fig. 22 Instal lat ion Details For Outdoor Drawout Shipping Splits
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Indoor EquipmentIndoor transition compartments lor
connecting switchgear equipments to trans-formers are adapted for easy field dis-assembly and reassembly. On outdoor
equipments the transition must be made
weatherproof and therefore is of one piece
construction and not adapted todisassembly
in the field.

It is imperative that connection bus
bars be accurately aligned. Minor adjust-ments may be made by loosening bars and
supports, lining up connections, then re-tightening.
COMPONENTS

With all components available, the
assembly may proceed as follows:
1, If the switchgear is part of a Load-

Unit Stibstation, the transformer Ftg< 22 lndicate8 the specialproce(luresshould be set on Its pad. involved in the assembly of outdoor equip-
A Tho un v\ ment. The Joint in the roof between sec-!! tions must be weather-proofed. Apply

jacks**as” shown m G‘ E* #1201 Glyptal* cement to the gaskets
which ar* furnished, and assemble themTnt fReferdtn^ANm TNr\d * P" &eket between the roof flanges and boltment. (Refer to HANDLING) together. Joints between transformer throat
and switchgear, and between splits should
be weather-proofed in the same manner.
Otherwise, the installation is the same
as ^16 Indoor Equipment.

4. If the control conduits enter from
above, drill the top cover within the
available space indicated. The control
conduit should not extend into the unit
far enough to interfere with the buses.
Adequate electrical and mechanical
clearance must be provided between
conduits and cables, and buses.

fu
After all sections of the switchgear

are placed on their foundation, they must
be bolted together. In addition to bolting
the compartments and rear frames of
adjacent sections together, the main buses,
ground buses, neutral buses, control cables,
etc. must be connected. When bolting
together shipping sections It is imperative
that the fronts of all sections of the switch-gear are lined-up.

To reduce the size of the shipping
package, the bus splice bars at the snip-ping splits are sometimes shipped turned
in. These splice bars should be reas-sembled as required.

5. Where units have been split for ship-ment, any control or other secondary
leads which must connect across the
split will be provided with terminal
blocks in the wiring cross trough.

split terminal blocksThese shipping ,

and associated wiring are made ac-cessible in Indoor equipment by re-moving the top cover plates. In outdoor
equipment the wiring
must be unbolted, Tfi
to length and formed before beingfolded
back for shipment so that they can be
readily reconnected.

cross trough
e wires are cut -Outdoor Equipment

6. Control wiring should be checked with
the connection diagrams to make cer-tain that all remote connections are
made, all shortage devices and fuses
Installed, current transformer circuits
completed, loose connections tightened,
and insulation meggered before equip-ment Is energized.
The cables from the control power
source to the switchgear should be
large enough to avoid excessive volt-age drop when the circuit breakers
are operated.
telSPECTION,

Control wiring for future current trans-formers is colled and tagged in the
area equipped with provisions for
mounting the future current trans-formers.

(NOTE- When AKD switchgear is in-stalled in the same line-up with trans-
formers and other equipments, it is
imperative that all the equipments are
level with each other.)

3. After the switchgear Is in place steel
shims may be used for accurate leveling.

4. If the switchgear is part of a Load-Center Unit Substation, the connectionsto the transformer should be made.
The connection bars in the transition
compartment may be shipped turned in
to reduce the size of the shipping pack-age and to protect them from damage.
These bars should be reassembled as
required and connected to the trans-former terminals.

7.
CONNECTIONS
Bus Bars See TESTING AND

Where bus bar connections are to be
made, proceed as follows:
1. Clean all silvered contacts with silver

polish. Do not use sand paper or
any other type of abrasive material.
Be sure all polish is removed after
cleaning.

2. After the contacts are cleaned they
should be coated with a lubricant
D50H47 furntshed with each equip-ment.

3. Bolt bus bars together with the splice
bars as furnished with the equipment,
see Table A,

8.

Ground Bus

The ground bus is bolted to the rear
of the frame near the bottom. A 4/0
ground connector will be Included as
standard on each equipment for connection
to the station ground. It is very important
that the equipment be adequately grounded
for safety. Where AKD switchgear is
shipped In more than one section, the sec-tions of ground bus must be connected
together by using the splice bars furnished
with the equipment.

The gasket for outdoor transformers is
furniBhed with the transformer while
the hardware for connecting bus bars
and transformer flange to the switch-gear Is supplied with the switchgear.

5. The equipment should be anchored to
the foundation by anchor bolts or tack
welds.

TABLE A
TORQUE VALUES FOR LOW VOLTAGE

EQUIPMENT

Aluminum, Compound, Copper, Steel

7/1
6, The shipping supports should 6e removed

from the switchgear, If not Used with a
breaker lifting device. Main Cables and Supports

Before any main cable connections are
made, the cables should be identified to
indicate correctly their phase relationship
with the equipment connections* : la allcases carefully follow the cable manu-facturer^ recommendationsfor installation
of cable as well as instructions contained
herein. A non-oxidizing lubricant such as
D60H47 furnished with each equipment
should be used on the terminal connection
surfaces to prevent corrosion.

Main cables can enter from the top or
bottom of the rear section of the rear
frame, Fig. 23. Adequate electrical and
mechanical clearances must be provided
between conduits and cables, and buses.
If these cables are small (500 MCM and
below), or if the number is not excessive,
they can be racked to the side of their unit
out of the way. If heavy cables are used,
they can enter along the back of the unit
and be lashed to cable supports at the rear.
Cable terminal connectors are included asrequired.

Bolt Size Inch-Pounds Foot-Pounds7. Bus ducts and cable conduits should be
ment.
to the

3/8M0
5/8"-ll

lined-up and connected to the equip
Hardware for connecting bus duct
switchgear Isfurnished with the bus duct.

180-240
380-480
420*540

15-20
30-40
35-45

8. Check to see that the breakers fit into Control Cables
their compartments.

9. Remove all blocking on relays and de-vices.
1. When control conduits enter the unit

from below, the conduit should not
extend more than 4 inches above the
floor. The control cables may be
pulled through the conduits before or
after the switchgear is Installed, which-ever is more convenient.

10.Check alignment of doors on outdoor
equipment to see that the weatherproof
seal has not been disturbed,
can be knocked out of alignment during 2shipment and might require a slight **

adjustment.
Doors

Connect the cables to the terminal
blocks in accordance with the con-nection diagrams furnished for the
requisition.
Covers on the terminal block wiring
trough may be cut back as required to
permit access of the control cables
into this trough at various heights.

. SHIPPING SPLITS
3.

Additional steps are required to as-semble the switchgear when it is shipped
in more than one section.

13* Registered Trade-Mark of General Electric Co.
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The purchaser should furnish suitable
cable supports and lash cables at each
broker level as required. Cable supports

^t required in the bottom compartment
6J ; /yunit when cables enter from below.
However, It is imperative that all cables
be adequately supported to take their weight
off terminals and studs and to prevent
movement during short circuit.

equipment rear frame is designed
to accommodate cable supports on the side
frame, or across the rear of the unit, Fig,
23. Sufficient holes are provided in the
rear frame to allow cable supports to be
mounted in various positions. This permits
the location of cable supports for various
cable conditions.

The

BREAKER LIFTING DEVICE
The breaker lifting device, Figs, 17

and 18 runs on rails along the equipment.
All necessary parts and hardware which

are not part of the switchgear equipment
are shipped in a separate package with,

complete detailed assembly instructions. 8
<o
8
<nFor indoor equipment the angle rails

and channels of the breaker lifting device
are also used as shipping members. These
members are plainly marked and it is
imperative that they are not discarded.

ooo

CO
CM

U.
Stop clips

lifting device i
ment which should be mounted
purchaser at each end of the front rail to
prevent running the track off the ends of
the rails. Outdoor equipment is furnished
r^V'stops
t ; o ment design.

are also included with the
furnished with indoor equip-

by the

which are *ncorporated into the

Indoor Equipment - To place the track
on its rails, the front grooved wheels should
be held approximately 6 inches above their
rail and the back wheels slipped under the
rear rail. The front of the track should
then be lowered so that the grooved wheels
straddle the front rail.

Outdoor Equipment - Toplace the track
on itŝ ralls orient the long dimension of the
track so that it is parallel with and between
the rails and raise it a few inchesabove the
rails. With the track in this position turn;U
90 degrees (checking that the front of tile l
track is toward the front of the e
as shown in Fig. 18) and position
$o that its four wheels are resting on their
respective rails.

quipmentV
the track

msgfarsM®8?®
flanged wheels ride on the upper legs of
these channels. In this position it is free
to roll perpendicular to the face of the
switchgear,

KEY INTERLOCKS
Equipment furnished with key inter-

locks is shipped with the keys inserted in
the lock or attached to the equipment near
the lock.

Low voltage Drawout SwiteH 0® ar Bus Compartment Showing Main and Control Cable
Connections, Wrings and Cable Supports

Fig. 23

shown in Figs. 24, 25, 26, and 27,REMOVABLE BREAKER ELEMENTS
After installation tt is imperative that Before installing or operating til ® re“ An

.
interference bolt is provided to

all spare keys are removed and placed in movable element, consult the (Hrcuit prevent an AK-15 drawout breaker from
the hands of a responsible person. Refer breaker instructions for directions nn in- being inserted in an AK-25 housing, Fig, 7,
to the key interlock schematic included in stallation, adjustments, and inspection*
t|̂ :‘; ummary furnished with the equipment sure to first check the element thoroughly . . . . . . . .tL?.-^ermine sequence of operation and the for loose parts and dirt or foreign elMW©nts compartment, wipe clean existing lubricant,

' /ct number of operating keys required. In the contacts or mechanism. and aPP*V contact lubricant, D50H47, on
This precaution is necessary since im- 50th Primai7 and secondary disconnecting
proper use of spare keys will defeat the For proper alignment of primary and d?7*ce?* . . ." quantity of this grease is
interlocking scheme. secondary devices refer to dimensions afl shipped with each equipment.

Before inserting any breaker into its

w.-
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The procedure for Inserting and with-drawing a drawout breaker from Its com-partment is as follows:
position other than completely down, 3.
the breaker cannot be operated and is
held trip-free by the trip interlock.
This applies to the “Connected” and
“Test" positions.)

Withdrawing Breakers AK-16 and 25

Slide the breaker out until the posi tionstop engages in the front slot :
bottom of the breaker carriage,
breaker has moved approxima tely
2-3/4 Inches and is now tn the “Test"position where the primarynects are safely disconnected
line and load terminals of the com-partment, but its secondary discon-nects are still engaged. In this posi-tion, the breaker may be tested or
operated, manually or electrically,
without energizing the primary circuit,
provided the racking handle has been
moved to the completely down position,
thus releasing the trip interlock,

AIn the *
The

) Inserting Breakers AK-15 and 25 dlscon-fromi the
Make sure that the breaker contacts
are open.1.

1, Trip the breaker by pushing the manual
trip button in the escutcheon and open
the compartment door. If the breaker
is not open, the interlock lever of the
drawout mechanism will not permit
operation of the rackout handle,

2. Pull the racking handle up and forward
as far as it will travel, disengaging
the primary disconnects.

o
Raise the breaker until the guides on
the sides of the breaker are level with
their mating supporting track in the
compartment, Fig. 28, and slide the
breaker part way into its compartment.
(NOTE-The breaker will strike a posi-tion stop at the bottom of the compart-ment after
only a short distance into the com-partment,
handle,

2.
00

8

the breaker has traveled u.4. Operate the breaker manually several
times in the “Test" position (and also

y if it is an electrically
breaker) to see that it is

Lifting the position stop
located at the bottom right of

the compartment, releases the position
stop and allows the breaker to travel
further into the compartment).

... U electrieall
operated
functioning properly.

„*:T ' .

5. Complete the removal of the breaker
from its compartment by lifting the
position stop lever arm and sliding
the breaker forward until the position
stop engages the rear slot in the bot-tom of the breaker carriage. The
breaker has now moved approximatelya total of 7-1/2 Inches, This is the
safety position stop where both. the ^primary and secondary disconnects
are disengaged.
Attach the lifting device spreader and
again lift the position lever, sliding
the breaker slightly forward will make
it completely free from its compart-ment,

7. The breaker can now be lowered to the
desired position. When lowering the
breaker make sure it ts held far enough
away from the front of the switchgear
so that its contacts do not interfere
with devices or handles on compart-ments beneath it as it is lowered.

3. Raise the rackout handle forward and
up as far as its travel will permit and
push the breaker into the compartment,
Fig, 29, until the rackout pins on the
handle assembly bear against the hous-ing rackout cams on the side of the
compartment.

=4-
OOcyg

4, Push sharply downward on the rackout
handle, Fig. 30, forcing the pins on the
handle up into the slot in the stationary
cam plate. This action forces the
breaker through a final short portion
of its movement into the compartment
and allows the operator to provide the
force necessary to make the primary
disconnects engage the stationary
studs. In performing this operation,
make sure that the handle is rotated
downwards as far as its free travel
will permit and then pull the racking
handle down to be sure that the trip
interlock is released, Fig. 31-(NOTE ~
When the racking handle is in any

<j>
Of

«$•6. u
_

r :. •>

AK-25 Breaker Raised To Compartment
Level

u.

Fig. 31AK-25 Breaker Being Racked Into
"Connected" Posit ion

AK-25 Breaker in "Connected"
Posit ionCompartment

www.nationalswitchgear.com
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Inserting Breakers AK-50, 75, and 100 Release the test position stop by de-pressing its lever and push the breaker
back into the compartment until the
racking pins on the housing buttagainst
the outer surface of the racking cam,
Fig, 36, In this position, the racking
pin has lifted the locking arm on the
cam which allows the racking handle
to be lifted enough to allow the pawl to
engage the first notch on the cam,

the guides on the tray directly back 8.
of the dowel pins.

5, Slowly lower the breaker onto the tray
and at the same time guide It so that
the holes in the rear angle of the
breaker fit over the two dowel pins
on the tray. If the breaker is correctly
positioned on the dowels, its rear and
side bottom frame angles will all sit
firmly on the tray, Fig. 34.

6. Insert two 3/8 inch hexagonal head 9
bolts through the holes in the front of
the side angles on the breaker and
thread them part way into the tapped
holes in the tray, Do not tighten bolts
firmly, This permits self -alignment
of the primary disconnects during the
subsequent racking operation.
Push the breaker into the compartment
until the test position stop engages to
prevent further travel, Fig, 35.

Make sure that the breaker contacts
are open*

Lift the breaker to a position approxi-mately six inches above the height of
the compartment tray, Fig. 32.

3, Pull the drawout tray out under the
breaker until the limit stop is reached,
Fig, 33. (NOTH) - When installing an
individual skeleton housing for a draw-
out AK-50 or 75, a bolt head must be
located over the two front bottom
mounting holes of the housing to provide
a limit stop for the drawout tray.)

4. Lower the breaker to a distance of
about 1/2 inch above the dowel pins on
the tray and push the breaker back 7.
into its compartment so that the rear
bottom angle of the breaker is against

. When the pawl engages the first notch
on the cam, push the handle downagain
to its normal position. This causes the
cam to rotate about the racking pin.
Repeat this operation five times to
rack the breaker into its final “Con-nected” posttlon. (NOTE - It is impera-
tive that each stroke is performed
with a positive motion and carried to
its limiting position.) Interlocks hold
the breaker trip-free until it ts racked
into the fully "Connected” position.

w «5»
Uv u~

AK-50 Breaker In Place OnDrawout Tray In Posit ion ToAK-50 Breaker Raised To
Drawout TrayCompartment Level Receive AK-50 Breaker

CO
S 3
00 GO

& *
u. u_

to s*N N

O
00

S 3
««4»u.u.

Racking Handle At Top ofFig. 35 AK-50 Breaker In "Test" Posit ion
First StrokeCompartment
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the breaker can be electrically or
manually operated tor test without
energizing the primary circuit..

5. Operate the breaker manually several
times in the "Test" position (and also
electrically if it is an electrically
operated breaker) to see that it is
functioning properly.

The fifth stroke of the handle is only
a partial stroke and does not result in
any further movement of the breaker.
Fig. 38. It does serve three useful
purposes: It positions the cam so that
it cannot rotate and allow the breaker
to back out under short circuit stresses,
the partial stroke signals that the
racking operation is complete, and it
releasee the trip interlock which was
engaged by the racking pin during the
previous four pumps of the racking
arm, (NOTE-Once a racking opera-
tion has been started, it should be
completed, as the breaker cannot be
reversed until the racking operation
is completed.)

10. After completing the fifth racking
stroke, lift the handle as high as It
will go and allow it to drop to its
normal position, This operation will
reverse the pawl so that tt is set for
a racking out operation. (NOTE-Any
strokes beyond this point will cause
the breaker to be trip-free.)

Tighten the 3/8 inch hexagonal head
bolts inserted in the front holes of
the drawout tray. The breaker is now
in the "Connected" position, Fig, 39.

Withdrawing Breakers AK-50, 75, and 100

4

ra
6.* Depress the stop lever and pull the N

breaker the remainder of the wav
from its compartment until the limit g
stop is reached. The breaker has wnow moved approximately a total of
17 1/2 inches.

CO

8
7. Remove the two 3/8 hexagonal head ^bolts which hold the breaker on the £tray,

8. Attach the spreader bar to the top
frame of the breaker and connect it
in turn to a lifting device,

9. Lift the breaker approximately 1/2
inch off the dowel pins on the tray
and then pull the breaker forward
until its primary contacts clear the ~compartment.

10. Push the tray all the way back into o
the compartment. The breaker is now Q
completely free from its compartment,

11. The breaker can now be lowered to
the desired position. When lowering
the breaker make sure it is held far
enough away from the front of the
switchgear so that its contacts do not
interfere with devices or handles on
compartments beneath it as itts lower-

Fig. 38 Racking Handle At End of
Fifth Stroke CO

8
Trip the breaker to release the posi-
tive racking interlock and open the
compartment door.

1.

2, Lift the racking handle as far as it
will go. This operation will re-engage
the trip Interlock to hold the breaker
trip-free for the remainder of the rack-
ing operation. Note that here the cam
is rotated by lifting the handle,whereas
in racking the breaker in, the operation
is performed as a result of pushing the
handle down.

ed.
TEST CABINET

The test cabinet, Fig, 21, should be
located where maintenance and testing of
the breakers can be conveniently done.
If desirable this cabinet may be perman-
ently mounted in the service area. Cables
must be installed to supply a suitable
source of control power for testing,

ADDITION OF UNITS TO EXISTING
EQUIPMENT

Zj
} I3, Reset the handle to its lowered posi-

tion and lift it again. This operation
must be performed 5 times to com-
pletely disengage the cams from their
racking ptns. After the fifth lifting
stroke let the handle drop to its nor-
mal position. This will reverse the
racking pawl and set the mechanism
for racking the breaker in aga^ln.4. Grasp the frame of the breaker, and
puli It out of its compartment until
the position stop prevents further trav-el. The breaker has moved approxi-mately 2 3/4 inches and is now in its
"Test* position, where its primary

IS When adding a new unit to an existing
equipment, the end cover must be re-
moved from the existing equipment, and
bolted onto the end of the new unit. Other-
wise, the procedure Is the same as des-
cribed for SHIPPING SPLITS, Gaskets
for roof caps and at the vertical edge of

disconnecting contacts are separated, front and rear doors must be replaced on
but its secondary disconnecting con- outdoor equipment when new units are

. tacts are still engaged. In thisposition added.
h r - ;̂ b v i \

Fig. 39 AK-60 Breaker In "Connected"
Poeit ion

• v-
TESTING AND INSPECTION

for 125 volt coils and 180 volts for 250
volt coils.

All AK breaker compartments con-
tain a "Test" position In which the breaker
primary contacts are parted and in which
the secondary contacts are still engaged.
The "Test" position permits complete test-
ing of the electrical control circuit without
energizing the primary circuit. When the
breaker Is first put into service, its con-
trol circuit should be thoroughly tested
while in this position to make sure that all
closing and tripping circuits are complete

In general, the

General instructions on setting the relays
are given in the relay instruction books.
Special instructions are furnished for com-
plicated automatic equipments, describing
the sequence of operation of the devices
required to perform the desired function.

After the equipment has been installed
and all connecions made it should be tested
and inspected before putting it In service.
Although the equipment and devices have
been completely tested at the factory, a
final field test should be made to be sure
that the e
stalled an
rect and have not become loose,
primary equipment should be completely
de-energized while the testsare in progress.

qutpment has been properly in-d that all connections are cor- The extent of the tests on the equip-ment as a whole will depend on the type
and function of the equipment.The

Directions for testing devices such as
relays, Instruments, and meters are given
in the Instruction book furnished for each
device. The settings of the protective
relays must be coordinated with the other
relays on the system and therefore these
relays must be set by the purchaser.

When a battery Is used to supply the
control power, the cables from the bat-
tery to the switchgear should be large
enough to avoid excessive voltage drop.
The voltage at the terminals of the breaker
closing device, when the breaker is being
closed should not be less than 90 volts

and function properly,
parts of the electrically operated breaker
are Inaccessible when in the compartment
in the "Test" position. Therefore, this
"Test" position is not suitable for inspection
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devices whtch are always located In front test cabinet is available to close and trip
of the main contact assemblies. electrically operated breakers.

When It is necessary to test the breaker High potential tests to check the in-more thoroughly than above, or to do tegrity of the insulation are not necessary
maintenance work on it, provisions should if the installation instructions in tills book
be made to perform these operations with are carefully followed. If the purchaser
the breaker removed from its compart- wishes to make high potential tests the
rnent. This work should preferably be voltage should not exceed 75% of the AIEE
done in a service area where sufficient factory test voltage. The AIEE factory
room and light are available to facilitate test voltage is "2 times switchgear rating
the work. This service area should in- plus 1000" volts,
elude means for testing the electrical
parts of the breaker as well as means
for making mechanical checks and adjust-
ments. To aid In the electrical check, a voltage testing.

and maintenance of the breaker , and should
not be used as such,

On manual breakers, this "Test" posi-
tion can be used to insure proper opera-
tion of the breakor before using it to ener-
gize the circuit, Again, the amount of
servicing which can be done on the breaker
is limited duo to the fact that it is confined
in its compartment. However, some parts
of the breaker are far more accessible
than In the case of the electrically oper-
ated breaker. This is due to the elimina-
tion of the closing mechanism and trip

Potential and control power trans-formers must be disconnected during high

A regular maintenance schedule should 2, After cleaning with breakers removed,
be established to obtain the best service
and reliability from the switchgear. Plant,
operating and local conditions will dictate
the frequency of inspection required, For
specific information regarding the main-
tenance of devices, such as circuit break-
ers, relays, meters, etc., refer to the
separate instruction book furnished for
each device. The test cabinet, if furnished,
provides a convenient means for main-taining the circuit breakers
conditions the protective relays do not
operate; therefore, it is important to check
the operation of those devices regularly.

tanks or other corrosive installations
where the atmosphere containschlorine
or chlorides, the springs must be
protected with a grease such as
D50H47, and replaced periodically as
part of the regular maintenance program,

When the switchgear equipment is sub-ject to unusual service conditions,
such as contaminating fumes, exces-sive moisture, etc., maintenance should
be scheduled at more frequent inter-
vals. In thi6 case, the procedure
listed above may not be sufficient
for proper maintenance, and addition-
al precautions may be necessary to
protect the equipment from the unusual
conditions encountered,

FUNGICIDE TREATMENT
Equipment that will require special

treatment against fungus will be sprayed
with a fungicide prior to shipment. This
treatment is effective for a limited time
only (approximately 6 months). The equip-
ment should be checked periodically for
signs of fungus growth and properly treated
as required.
OUTDOOR ACRYLIC PAINT FINISH

The outside of standard outdoor switch-gear has an acrylic paint finish, blue gray
ASA#24, providing improved resistance to
all atmospheric conditions, longer life and
less maintenance than with ordinary paint
finishes.

megger, and record the resistance to
ground and between phases of the in-
sultation of buses and connections.
Since definite limits cannot be given
for satisfactory insulation resistance
values, a record must be kept of the
readings. Weakening of the insulation
from one maintenance period to the
next can be recognized from the re-
corded readings. The readings should
be taken under similar conditions each
time if possible, and the record should
include the temperature and humidity.

. Under normal

High potential tests are not required,
but If it seems advisable, based on the
insulation resistance tests or after
repairs, the test voltage should not
exceed 75% of the AIEE factory test
voltage which Is "2 times switchgear
rating plus 1000" volts. The potenttal
and control power transformers must
be disconnected during the high volt-
age testing.
Check primary disconnecting device
contacts for signs of abnormal wear
or overheating. Clean contacts with
silver polish. Discoloration of the
silvered surfaces is not ordinarily
harmful unless atmospheric conditions
cause deposits such as sulphides on
the contacts, The deposits can bo
removed with a good grade of 9tlver
polish.

A permanent record of all mainte-nance work should be kept, the degree of
detail depending on the operating condi-tions. In any event it will be a valuable
reference for subsequent maintenance work
and for station operation. It is recom-
mended that the record include reports of
tests made, the condition of equipment,
and repairs and adjustments that were
made.

3Maintenance employees must follow
all recognized safety practices, such as
those contained in the National Electrical
Safety Code and in company or other local
safety regulations during maintenance.
Solid insulation surrounding an energized
conductor in power apparatus must never
be relied upon to provide protection to
personnel.
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE PROCEDURE

The switchgear structuf4?and connec-
tions should be given the following overall
maintenance at least annually. The freq-uency of the maintenance period will dep
upon the severity of the service and
atmospheric conditions around the units.
Equipment subject to highly repetitiveop
ation may require more frequent main
nance.

Before replacing the breaker remov-able element, check the alignment and
wipe off the primary disconnecting
device contacts and apply a thin coat
of contact lubricant D50H47 to breaker
studs or fingers.

or- 4, Check to see that all anchor bolts
and bolts in the structure are tight.
Inspect all cable connections for signs
of overheating and tighten all loose
connections. Check to ascertain that
all secondary connections are secure
and all control wiring is intact.
Operate each breaker while in the
"Test" position to be sure it functions
properly. This is particularly im -portant for breakers that normally
remain in either the opened or closed
positions for long periods of time.
A maintenance closing device is pro-vided for manually closing electrically
operated circuit breakers.

6. Stress corrosion cracking of stainless
steel garter springs may result where
highly stressed parts are subjected to
various corrosive atmospheres. If
the equipment is located near pickling

If it is desired to refinish acrylic
painted switchgear, it is necessary to use
one of the following procedures in order
to secure the best adhesion of the paint
to the original finish.
A. Reflntghittg with Acrylic Paint, : ItTŜ recommehjeT that' reYinisHlhg 'be

done with DuPont acrylic paint of
the desired color. Obtain materials
and instructions for application from
the DuPont Company,

B, Reftni8hlng with Alkyd or Oil Base
Paints. Two methods are recom-
mended:

(1) Spray one sealer coat of DuPont
233E75300 or equivalent which has
been reduced to spraying viscosity
with DuPont 37692 or 37666 thinner ,
Air dry for one hour. Apply alkyd
or oil base paint,

(2) Spray one sealer coat of Arco 214-806
primer which has been reduced to
spraying viscosity with Xylol. Air
dry for one hour. Apply alkyd or
oil base paint.

end
the

nte-
None of the following operations should

be undertaken until it is certain that the
equipment is completely de-energized.

De-energize the equipment completely, 5.
by removing all sources of power, both
primary ana secondary.
1. Thoroughly clean by removing all dust

and other accumulations from the
equipment. Wipe or vacuum clean the
buses and supports. Avoid the use of
compressed air for blowing out the
equipment.
connections carefully for evidence of
overheating or weakening of the in-
sulating supports. Check indicating
devices, mechanical and key interlocks,
to see that they are functioningproperly.

Inspect the buses and
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